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ABSTRACT
Two-dimensional water vapor fields were retrieved by simulated measurements from multiple groundbased microwave radiometers using a tomographic approach. The goal of this paper was to investigate how
the various aspects of the instrument setup (number and spacing of elevation angles and of instruments,
number of frequencies, etc.) affected the quality of the retrieved field. This was done for two simulated
atmospheric water vapor fields: 1) an exaggerated turbulent boundary layer and 2) a simplified water vapor
front. An optimal estimation algorithm was used to obtain the tomographic field from the microwave radiometers and to evaluate the fidelity and information content of this retrieved field.
While the retrieval of the simplified front was reasonably successful, the retrieval could not reproduce the
details of the turbulent boundary layer field even using up to nine instruments and 25 elevation angles. In
addition, the vertical profile of the variability of the water vapor field could not be captured. An additional set
of tests was performed using simulated data from a Raman lidar. Even with the detailed lidar measurements,
the retrieval did not succeed except when the lidar data were used to define the a priori covariance matrix.
This suggests that the main limitation to obtaining fine structures in a retrieved field using tomographic
retrievals is the definition of the a priori covariance matrix.

1. Introduction
High-resolution water vapor field measurements are
needed for boundary layer and cloud life cycle research.
For convection studies, most measurement technologies
are challenged by the requirements stated by Weckwerth
et al. (1999) in spatial resolution (up to 100 m in the
vertical and 300 m in the horizontal) and in temporal
resolution (10 min), even if the latter is clearly insufficient in the context of the stated horizontal
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resolution. For boundary layer (BL) studies, resolution
requirements are 10 times higher (Hardesty and Hoff
2012). To meet these challenging needs, it becomes
necessary to optimally combine the measurements of
multiple instruments.
Water vapor fields can be measured using both active
(lidars, radar refractivity) and passive (microwave radiometers, infrared spectrometers) remote sensors. Lidars are the most accurate remote sensors for measuring
water vapor with accuracies around 5% (Hardesty and
Hoff 2012; Wulfmeyer and Bösenberg 1998; Turner and
Goldsmith 1999), but they are very expensive instruments. The passive instruments are more affordable,
but in general they provide more range-limited measurements. For instance, Schween et al. (2011) used
a single fully scanning microwave radiometer (MWR) to
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FIG. 1. Sketch of a three-radiometer tomographic set up in a planar (height vs distance) atmosphere with the alternating blob
atmospheric field. Each instrument scans 13 elevation angles (black
lines). Statistics computed in this study are computed for the region
inside the two vertical white bars for the full height of the atmosphere, which reaches 7 km, but only the first 4 km are shown.

measure a 3D field of water vapor with low temporal
resolution (18 min) and spatial resolution (every 108).
Using several MWRs measuring the same atmospheric humidity field, and combining the measurements
from the various instruments, should provide better
spatial resolution compared to the single instrument.
When several of the same passive instruments are used,
their measurements can be combined to increase the
constraints on the field where the instruments scan
through the same area (Fig. 1). This permits the measurement of an extra dimension that a single pathintegrated measurement could not achieve. This is the
basis of the tomographic technique. Tomography has
been used in meteorology first for satellite measurements (Fleming 1982) and then for a global positioning
system network (Bevis et al. 1992). It has been used in
microwave radiometry to derive 3D clouds using both
ground-based (Huang et al. 2008; Warner et al. 1985,
1986) and aircraft-based (Drake and Warner 1988;
Bobylev 1997; Huang et al. 2010) measurements.
In comparison to tomography, instrument synergy uses
different instruments and combines their measurements
in order to reduce their limitations and combine their
strengths. The synergy can also be used to get a better
picture of the atmosphere as a whole. By combining instruments that measure very different atmospheric parameters, complementary information can be provided to
better understand an atmospheric situation (Han and

Westwater 1995; Crewell and Löhnert 2003; Löhnert
et al. 2004). Active remote sensors such as Raman lidars
(RLs) are able to provide high-vertical-resolution measurements of water vapor, albeit typically only directly
above the instrument (Goldsmith et al. 1998; Turner et al.
2000; Han et al. 1994). RLs measure profiles of water
vapor in time, with a time resolution in the BL of 1 min or
less (Ferrare et al. 2006; Wulfmeyer et al. 2010). Thus,
combining the vertical profile observations from a RL
with the scanning MWR brightness temperature observations could help the tomographic retrieval constrain
the vertical and horizontal distribution of water vapor in
and just above the BL better than using only MWRs.
How well can ground-based instruments retrieve water
vapor fields at a resolution comparable to those needed
for convection and BL research? Padmanabhan et al.
(2009) claim to have retrieved 3D water vapor patterns by
tomography with a resolution of 500 m in the horizontal
and 500–1000 m in the vertical, but verification remains
difficult. To make this verification, an observation system
simulation experiment (Masutani et al. 2010) has been
used to evaluate the use of tomography to derive water
vapor fields (Padmanabhan et al. 2009; Steinke et al.
2014). For example, Steinke et al. (2014) used a large-eddy
simulation model to investigate the improvement of using
a tomographic retrieval of water vapor using two radiometers to retrieve a 2D water vapor field compared to
the use of a single radiometer. They found that using two
radiometers in the tomographic solution improved the
information content of the retrieval of the water vapor
field by 61% compared to only using a single radiometer.
The object of our study is to determine retrieval accuracy, particularly in the BL, and to evaluate how sensitive the solution is to changes in instruments and their
scanning strategy. For this study, we use an observation
system simulation experiment to quantify the change in
accuracy of a retrieved 2D water vapor field following
changes in tomographic parameters. In addition, this
study will also evaluate the benefit of using instrument
synergy between active and passive remote sensors in
order to improve the accuracy and information content in
the tomographic retrieval 2D water vapor field. We will
evaluate the accuracy of a retrieved 2D water vapor field
measured using microwave radiometer tomography as
did Steinke et al. (2014), but we will be using an a priori
covariance matrix that does not come directly from the
field because in reality we do not have this information.

2. Retrieval simulation setup
a. Atmospheric fields
For this study, we have created two simulated atmospheric fields in order to examine the performance of
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FIG. 2. Water vapor atmospheric fields used in this study (in mixing ratio) for (a) the a priori, (b) the alternating blobs at the top of the BL
truth field representing a developed afternoon BL, and (c) the wedge truth field representing a frontal boundary.

microwave water vapor tomography. We assumed simple vertically stratified and horizontally homogeneous
temperature and pressure fields, and cloud-free conditions. The temperature vertical profile is a constant lapse
rate (6.5 K km21), and the pressure is exponentially
decaying with a scale height of
H5

g
,
Rp Ty

(1)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, Rp is the individual gas constant for air (287 J kg21 K21), and Ty is
the virtual temperature. The temperature and pressure
fields are the same for all these atmospheres and are
assumed to be known in all cases, since we are focusing
on the measurement of water vapor.
The only parameter that is changing between atmospheres is the water vapor field. For the a priori atmosphere, the water vapor is exponentially decaying with
a scale height of 2 km (Fig. 2a) unless otherwise stated.
Two water vapor fields (used as true or observed fields)
were created to reflect different BL conditions. The first
field, called the ‘‘alternating blob’’ field, represents
a well-mixed BL with exaggerated billows at the top of
the BL (here set at 1 km). The alternating blobs at the
BL top are 800 m in the horizontal and 200 m in the
vertical and are continuously alternating between
the BL values and the free-tropospheric values (Fig. 2b).

It should be noted that the placement of the blobs are
nonsymmetrical to the center of the field. The second
truth field, called the ‘‘wedge’’ pattern, represents the
passage of a water vapor front (e.g., dryline or front)
coming over the region (Fig. 2c). The vertical grid resolution is 100 m and the horizontal grid is 400 m for all
of these atmospheres following the requirements set
by the Hardesty and Hoff (2012) and Weckwerth et al.
(1999) reports mentioned in the introduction. The
maximum horizontal extent is 28.8 km and the vertical
extent is 7 km.
Computing limitations forced us to restrict our
analysis to two atmospheric fields. We purposefully
chose to use synthetic atmospheres in an attempt to be
better able to observe how the solution will converge
when increasing the number of measurements, as we
want to characterize how the tomography retrieval
performs. This would have been more difficult with
a real field.

b. Retrieval algorithm
To perform the water vapor retrieval using the microwave radiometers and to get a quantitative evaluation of the retrieval accuracy, a commonly used optimal
estimation algorithm was chosen for this study. This
optimal estimation algorithm, based on Rodgers (2000),
was done using the iterative equation
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Xi11 5 Xa 1 Sa KTi (Ki Sa KTi 1 S« )21 [Y 2 F(Xi )
1 Ki (Xi 2 Xa )],

(2)

where i is the iteration, T is the transpose of the matrix,
Xi11 is the new guess of the atmospheric state, Xa is the
a priori atmospheric state, Sa is the a priori covariance
matrix, Ki is the Jacobian matrix for the current iteration, S« is the observation error covariance matrix, Y is
the observation matrix, Xi is the current atmospheric
state (or for the first iteration it is the a priori), and F( ) is
the forward model.
Simulated MWR observations were computed by
driving the forward model with the water vapor profile
from the field along the instrument’s view direction and
then adding normally distributed random noise to the
calculation. MWR ‘‘observations’’ at different frequencies, locations, and elevation angles were used as
the observation vector Y.
The Jacobian matrix K was calculated for each iteration
of Eq. (2). The calculation of the Jacobian matrix was
done by perturbing each element of Xi by 5% and using
the forward model to calculate the effect this perturbation
will have in brightness temperature (TB) such as
Ki 5
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›Y ›F(Xi ) F(1:05Xi ) 2 F(Xi )
5
’
.
›Xi
›Xi
0:05Xi

(3)

The Jacobian matrix was calculated using a positive
perturbation only (one-sided approach). This was done
to save calculation time and did not affect significantly
the accuracy given that K varies slowly with Xi (i.e., the
forward model is nearly linear in the cloud-free atmospheres for the frequencies used in this study).
The observation error covariance matrix S« was a diagonal matrix with the instrument’s error variance on
the diagonal elements. The instrument’s error used in
this study was chosen to be 0.7 K for all instruments,
frequencies, and elevation angles. The S« used assumed
independent measurement errors between channels,
elevation angles, and instruments. We will evaluate the
impact on the results of various random error levels in
a later part of this paper.
We assumed that the specifics of the field were not
known, as it would be the case for real measurements, and
as such, the a priori covariance matrix Sa was defined as
Sa (n1 , p1 , n2 , p2 )
5 s(n1 , p1 )s(n2 , p2 )corrnn (n1 , n2 )corrpp (p1 , p2 ) ,
(4)
where (n1, p1) and (n2, p2) are the horizontal (n) and
vertical (p) coordinates of two points, s is the point

error, corrnn is the horizontal correlation, and corrpp is
the height correlation. The s and corrpp were calculated
using 5 years of radiosondes (2005–10) from the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement Program Southern Great Plains site
(ARM SGP) (north-central Oklahoma) (Stokes and
Schwartz 1994) for the months of May and June during
which our two classes of simulated atmospheric fields
(frontal passages and turbulent boundary layers) are
both prevalent. The 1357 soundings used were interpolated to the vertical levels used in the simulated
atmospheres. From these soundings, a standard deviation was computed for each height level (s) and so
was the vertical correlation (corrpp) between different
height levels. The horizontal correlation matrix
(corrnn) was created using an exponential equation
assuming a set correlation distance:
corrnn (n1 , n2 ) 5 e½2jx(n1 )2x(n2 )j/D ,

(5)

where D is the horizontal correlation distance, and x is
the horizontal distance of each of the two points with
horizontal coordinates n1 and n2. The exponential was
used because errors in atmospheric fields often show an
exponential correlation dependence with distance. The
value for D used in this study was 13.5 km unless otherwise specified. The 13.5-km correlation distance was
chosen for the main analysis, but in section 3c several
different correlation distances are examined. A second
method to construct the Sa matrix using RL measurements will be discussed in section 4c.

c. Metrics of evaluation
The optimal estimation algorithm formulation provides several quantitative metrics that can be used to
evaluate the accuracy and performance of the retrieval.
The degrees of freedom for signal (DFS) were used here
as a measure of information contained in the retrieval’s
solution. The total DFS was defined as
DFS 5 tr[Sa KTi (Ki Sa KTi 1 S« )21 Ki ],

(6)

where tr is the trace of the matrix and i is still the iteration as in Eqs. (2) and (3) (Rodgers 2000). The DFS
provided the real number of observations (i.e., independent pieces of information in a measurement) used
to constrain the retrieval algorithm. The total possible
DFS for both atmospheric fields was 2911 (71 vertical
points times 41 horizontal points). In addition to the
DFS, the root-mean-square difference (RMSD) of the
solution with respect to the truth was also calculated for
each retrieval solution. This was used to evaluate the
accuracy of the retrieval’s solutions.
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The statistics used in this study (DFS and RMSD)
were computed in the region of the atmosphere included
between the radiometers (i.e., between 6.4 and 22.4 km
in the horizontal direction for heights between 0 and
7 km) where it is of interest for tomographic measurements. The calculation of the DFS would be correct if
and only if the path followed by the radiation arriving at
the MWR had been entirely contained within the analysis field where Sa was defined. Many paths from offzenith measurement go off the edge of the domain,
where Sa and K are undefined, resulting in biases in information calculation for columns on the edge of the
domain. Therefore, we chose not to consider their value
in our statistics calculation.

3. Evaluation of the radiometric setup on the
tomographic retrieval results
We start by examining the impact of the different
characteristics of the MWR instrument setup used in the
tomographic retrieval of the 2D water vapor fields. Here,
we examine the effects of the number and spacing of the
elevation angles, the number of frequencies used in each
radiometer (i.e., profiling MWR vs nonprofiling MWR),
the number of MWRs used in the tomographic retrieval,
and the measurement accuracy (noise level) of the MWR.
In addition, we also evaluate effects that the correlation
distances used to create the Sa matrix have on the retrieval. For each of these configurations, the effects on the
DFS and the different RMSDs have been examined.

a. Radiometer characteristics and setup
To perform the sensitivity study, some instrument
parameters are required. We have chosen three sets of
frequencies representing different MWRs: the Humidity
and Temperature Profiler (HATPRO) radiometer
(22.24, 23.04, 23.84, 25.44, 26.24, 27.84, 31.4 GHz)
(Radiometer Physics GmbH 2011), the compact microwave radiometers (CMR) (22.12, 22.67, 23.25, 24.5 GHz)
(Iturbide-Sanchez et al. 2007), and the traditional twofrequency radiometers (TRAD) (23.8, 31.4 GHz)
(Turner et al. 2007; Cadeddu et al. 2013) water vapor
channels. The HATPRO was chosen because of its
ability to measure all its channels in parallel and,
therefore, perform a relatively rapid scan. The CMR has
been used in the past for tomographic measurements of
water vapor (Padmanabhan et al. 2009). Since many
weather centers and research programs use the twochannel radiometers, they are also included in this study.
The real beamwidth and bandwidth of the instruments
are not taken into account and are assumed to be delta
functions. This was done to reduce the computation time
required for these retrievals and to simulate perfect
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instruments, creating the ideal conditions for the tomographic retrieval.
Tomography requires many elevation angles to measure the water vapor field. We have selected three sets of
the number of elevation angles: 13, 19, and 25 angles.
These sets have been chosen such that a full scan can be
performed within 1 min based on the fact that the
HATPRO instrument needs 2 s per measurement to
obtain a good reading in normal operation (1 s for integrating time and 1 s for calibration) (Radiometer
Physics GmbH 2011). The final parameter tested was the
sensitivity of the solution to the number of instruments
and the distance between the instruments. In this study,
we have chosen five sets of the number of instruments:
one instrument, two instruments (spaced by 16 km),
three instruments (spaced by 8 km), five instruments
(spaced by 4 km), and nine instruments (spaced by
2 km). The instruments have been equally distributed
horizontally in the atmospheric field.

b. Microwave radiometer forward model
The forward model used in this study for the MWRs is
that of Meunier et al. (2013) with the Rosenkranz (1998)
absorption model using the water vapor continuum
correction found by Turner et al. (2009). We also tested
our results using the Liebe (1989) absorption model and
the differences were negligible. Tomography requires
the MWR to scan at low-elevation angles in order to
measure the lowest part of the atmosphere. At these
low-elevation angles, the MWR beam does not follow
a straight path. Therefore, the refractive index and its
variation need to be known in order to properly determine the location of the MWR’s view along its curved
beam. Given that the Rosenkranz absorption code does
not have an explicit calculation of the refractive index,
the Bean and Dutton (1966) refractive index calculation
is used. The Bean and Dutton refractive index is calculated following


Cp P C e
(7)
1 w2 1026 ,
n511
T
T
where P is pressure (hPa), T is temperature (K), e is
vapor pressure (hPa), and Cp and Cw are constants (Cp 5
77.6 K hPa21, Cw 5 3.75 3 105 hPa K22). The difference
between the Bean and Dutton refractive index and the
full refractive index calculations using Liebe (1989) are
also negligible.

c. Simulation experiments: Varying radiometer
characteristics
Initially, the work focused on trying to determine the
value of different measurement strategies, such as the
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FIG. 3. (top) Comparison of retrieved fields for the alternating blob atmosphere between the true water vapor field and using one MWR,
three MWRs, five MWRs, and nine MWRs for HATPRO radiometers with 25 elevation angles. (bottom) Difference between the solution
and the truth fields for the same number of instruments as in the (top). The values of DFS and RMSD are noted in the retrieved field plots
(g kg21).

number and spacing of elevation angles, the number and
type of radiometer instruments, the instrument error,
and finally, the horizontal and vertical correlation length
of Sa.
Using the DFS retrieved as a metric for retrieval fidelity, we found that the degree of sophistication of the
radiometer (i.e., how many channels it has) played
a minor role, with the seven-frequency HATPRO retrieving only 1.3 times more DFS than the twofrequency TRAD and 1.2 times more DFS than the
four-frequency CMR. This effect is similar for the two
water vapor fields used in this study. The additional
frequencies provide the MWRs with the capacity of
profiling the atmosphere. This is demonstrated in
the amount of DFS each instrument obtains at zenith:
the DFS right above the radiometers shows that the
HATPRO frequencies have the largest DFS (2.0),
whereas the CMR and TRAD have DFS values directly above them of 1.8 and 1.6, respectively. This DFS
value at zenith for the HATPRO instrument agrees
with earlier work by Löhnert et al. (2009), which found
DFS values at zenith for HATPRO between 1.6 and
2.7. Despite the small contribution, the additional information that comes from the additional frequencies
comes in range and hence helps contribute to the tomographic reconstruction.

We found that increasing the number of instruments
increased the number of DFS in a linear manner for both
atmospheric fields (Figs. 3 and 4, see numbers in the
individual plots), with a factor of 6.6 improvement being
achieved between the solutions that used one and nine
instruments, while increasing from three to nine MWRs
yields a factor of 2.6 increase of DFS and increasing
from five to nine instruments increases the DFS by
a factor of 1.6. However, the improvement in the DFS
slowly approaches a limit as the number of instruments
used in the retrieval is increased (Fig. 5a).
Increasing the number of angles also benefited the
solution, as nearly doubling the number of angles from
13 to 25 yields a gain of a factor of 1.6 in DFS, while
increasing the elevation angles from 19 to 25 angles
improves the DFS by 1.2. These results show that if we
already have many elevation angles, then further increasing the number of angles has diminishing returns
compared to increasing the number of elevation angles
from a small number of angles (Fig. 5b). Another issue
with using many elevation angles is the time it takes to
complete the scan. This will be particularly problematic for rapidly evolving atmospheres. The elevation
spacing of the angles plays a small role in the retrieval.
When many angles are used, spacing the angles equally
in elevation yields higher DFS compared to more
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the wedge atmosphere.

sophisticated spacings when many angles are used. The
ideal angular spacing will depend on the number of radiometers, the horizontal spacing of the instruments, and the
height of the maximum variability of the water vapor field.
The measurement accuracy proved to have the
smallest effect, a halving of the measurement error from
0.7 to 0.35 K only resulted in an 11% gain in DFS.
However, the retrieval solutions are qualitatively insensitive to the change in measurement error with the
spatial patterns of the solutions remaining unchanged
for the range of noise levels tested. The results suggest
that the retrieval benefits more from an increase in the
number of ‘‘path measurements’’ (defined as the number of instruments times the number of elevation angles)
than from an improvement in the radiometric precision
of the measurement.
The most significant result proved to be that despite
having what in practice would be a large number of sophisticated instruments (up to nine HATPRO MWRs)
making measurements at many elevation angles (up to
25), the retrieval fidelity remained poor for the alternating blob atmosphere, as can be seen in Fig. 3 for nine
instruments and 25 elevation angles. This is further
highlighted by the RMSD between the solution and the
retrieval (Fig. 6b): beyond a small number of path
measurements, the accuracy of the field improves
slowly, as if the retrieval algorithm could not efficiently
use the additional measurements.

However, the information of the presence of structure
in the water vapor field, even if the structures are not
positioned exactly, is an important aspect of the field.
Therefore, in order to evaluate if the retrieval is indeed

FIG. 5. DFS as a function of (top) number of instruments and
(bottom) number of elevation angles. Dotted line starts at the
origin and goes through the first point. In the absence of signal
saturation, all points should be aligned on that line.
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FIG. 6. Scatterplot of (a) DFS and (b) RMSD in mixing ratio
between the solution and the observed atmospheric fields for both
the alternating blob (gray diamonds) and the wedge (black Xs) for
the HATPRO radiometer. Note that the DFS vs number of path
measurements [(a)] is virtually the same for the two atmospheric
fields. [(b)] In the RMSD plot, the dashed–dotted lines and the
dotted lines are the RMSD between the truth and the a priori
field for the alternating blob and for the wedge, respectively,
while the scatterplot is the RMSD for the various configurations
as mentioned previously. Number of path measurements is the
number of instruments multiplied by the number of angles used
by each radiometer.

recognizing this variability in the field, we looked at the
variability of water vapor with height across the field for
the alternating blob case and compared it to the retrieval’s solution for the different number of instruments
(Fig. 7a). This shows that increasing the number of
measurements does help to capture some of the variability in the field. However, the altitude of the maximum variability of water vapor in the solution field is
above the one seen in the true field. In addition, the
magnitude of the maximum standard deviation is ;5
times smaller than the magnitude of the maximum
standard deviation in the true field. This shows that although some of the variability can be retrieved, the tomographic measurements seem unable to capture the
true magnitude of the variability at the top of the
boundary layer correctly in this case. This may be caused
by the correlation lengths (both vertical and horizontal)
of the Sa matrix being too large. This being said, the
depth of the boundary layer is reasonably well captured
with respect to the true field and shows definitive improvement from the a priori (Fig. 7b). As the number of
instruments increase, the mean water vapor profile
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becomes steeper and the kinks in the mean profile show
up nicely.
The sensitivity of the retrieved field to the assumed
horizontal and vertical correlations of the Sa matrix was
tested. The horizontal correlation was changed from the
originally assumed 13.5 km to 400 m, 2 km, 50 km,
100 km, and 200 km. For the alternating blob field, when
the shortest horizontal correlation length (400 m) was
used in the retrieval, the solution field resulted in many
small-scale vertical plumes. As the horizontal correlation length increases, the plumes widen; when that
horizontal correlation becomes too large (50 km and
larger), the plumes disappear altogether and the field
assumes a 1D structure (i.e., nearly plane parallel). The
vertical plumes are caused by the relatively large vertical
correlation that was incorporated into the Sa matrix
from the soundings. We also varied the vertical correlation distance of the Sa matrix. When the vertical correlation distance of Sa was changed from the 4 km found
from the 5 years of soundings to 400 m, and when one
uses a horizontal correlation length of 400 m, the tomographic MWR measurements only change the a priori field along the paths where measurements are taken,
and do not affect the a priori field beyond. Note that
in the wedge case, using long horizontal correlation
lengths is close to optimal, as the correlation in the
atmospheric field is indeed larger for this case relative
to the blob atmosphere. Thus, the Sa matrix has a very
important effect on the retrieval’s solution. For less
variable fields, the larger horizontal correlation distance is less problematic, but for variable fields, like
the alternating blob field, it is important to get an accurate Sa matrix. Similarly, in the vertical it is important that Sa has the altitude of the maximum variability
approximately correct.
This raises an important factor about retrievals: the
choice of Sa. The success of retrieving a field is very
sensitive to how accurate the Sa is for the particular case
under study. For example, in this study, the correlation
distances of Sa are better suited to the wedge than to the
alternating blobs and, even though the use of tomography can add up to 120 new constraints (DFS), these new
constraints cannot reduce the error on the 2911 locations
(maximum possible DFS) in the field as effectively as
they would if the Sa had the right correlation distances
for the field considered. Taking the maximum DFS we
have in this study, 120, and comparing it to the 2911
pixels in the field, which are 400 m 3 100 m in size, we
find that we have, on average, one constraint per
1.68 km2. The ability to retrieve subkilometer structures
therefore entirely relies on Sa. When the Sa is inappropriate for the field, the information is not spread effectively in space and may potentially cause incompatible
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FIG. 7. Line plot of (a) the horizontal standard deviation and (b) the horizontal mean of water vapor with height
for the alternating blobs water vapor field: true field (gray), a priori field (dashed gray), and the solution fields for
the different number of instruments (colors). A priori standard deviation profile is zero at all heights.

measurements to compete with each other during the
retrieval process. Therefore, it is important not only to
have an Sa that is possible for the field, but one that is
accurate for every particular field. To achieve this, additional information must be sought from other sources.

4. Impact of the Raman lidar on the tomographic
retrieval results
The analysis of the results presented so far suggests
the following: if we want to resolve the detailed structure
of the BL, considering the large number of pixels in a 2D
field and comparing that to the number of DFS that can be
gained from measurements, the quantity of measurements

(and the time needed to perform these measurements)
required in order to obtain subkilometer structures is
impractical. It is conceivable that with a near-perfect
Sa matrix a reasonable solution could be obtained, but
that shifts the problem to the derivation of a perfect
a priori.
To better estimate Sa, another source of information
is needed. We chose to consider synergetic measurements of the tomographic MWR measurements and of
a set of vertical profiles by an RL to improve the retrieval of the 2D water vapor field. We shall use the RL
in several different ways in the retrieval, including using
the RL measurements of the true fields in order to
constrain the Sa matrix. The retrieval of the spatially
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smoother wedge field yielded better results relative to
the retrieval in the alternating blob case because it has
less small-scale variability; thus, we continue examining
only the more challenging alternating blob field.

a. Raman lidar characteristics and setup
Using the findings of section 3, we will limit the use of
the MWR to the HATPRO radiometer with 25 elevation angles. We will continue to use a different number
of instruments, namely, one, two, and five MWRs. In this
section, the synergetic measurements are done using both
MWRs and an RL. Although five MWRs cost about the
same as one RL, we will only examine the case combining
both type of instruments, since the improvement of the
tomographic measurements is the goal of this paper.
The RL was placed at three different locations in this
field in order to evaluate the impact of having the direct
water vapor vertical profile measurements from the lidar
on the retrieved 2D solution. The three locations of the
lidar were in the center of the field (i.e., 14.4 km from the
edge of the domain, as the domain is 28.8 km wide), on
the right of the field (6.4 km from the edge of the domain), and in between these two locations (10.4 km from
the edge of the domain).

b. Raman lidar simulator
The forward model was modified so that it calculates
the resulting measurements for both the scanning
MWRs and the RL. The integration time of the RL instrument simulator is assumed to be 50 s to be compatible with the scanning time of a HATPRO MWR for 25
elevation angles (2 s per angle). The RL measures vertical profiles of humidity in time as the humidity field
advects over the lidar.
Here, we assume a 6 m s21 wind, which is a typical
value for the area around the ARM SGP site (Luna and
Church 1974) and is moving the true water vapor field
blowing along the MWR observation axis, and thus the
50-s integration time for the RL yields a displacement of
the water vapor field of 300 m during this period. Once
the horizontal displacement is found, it is distributed
equally around the location of the RL (i.e., from the
previous case, 150 m each side of the location of the RL).
The water vapor profiles included in this horizontal
displacement are used to create the RL measurements.
For each of these profiles, the water vapor profiles of the
true atmosphere for that profile is taken and a Gaussiandistributed random noise with a magnitude of the RL
errors is added to each level of that profile (Fig. 8). The
profiles with the noise introduced are used to simulate
the RL measurements.
The RL measurements are added to the observational
vector unless otherwise specified. In addition, the Jacobian

FIG. 8. Mean fractional error (percent of water vapor mixing
ratio) of the Raman lidar for data integrated over 10 s at 75-m
resolution on 23 Sep 2006 at the Department of Energy’s ARM
SGP site near Lamont. Blue and red traces are the nighttime and
daytime errors, respectively. In this study, the high-resolution
daytime errors are used. RL-observed variance of the field is used
to create the representativeness errors for the alternating blobs
(green).

is set to 1, because a perturbation in the field yields the
same perturbation in the RL’s measurements (i.e., we
are assuming that the RL has perfect sensitivity to
fluctuations of water vapor in the atmosphere). The S«
matrix is still a diagonal matrix with the instrument error
variances on the diagonal elements. The MWR error is
0.7 K as was used previously. The RL errors were created by multiplying the fractional error (Fig. 8) by the
true field. The fractional errors of the RL are derived
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from 10-s median values from the RL situated at the ARM
SGP site near Lamont, Oklahoma, on 23 September 2006
(Fig. 8, red and blue). In this study, the daytime fractional error profile (red curve) is used. These errors were
interpolated to the vertical grid of the water vapor field
used in this study (surface to 7 km AGL). At the very
lowest vertical level and for levels above 5 km, the errors
were increased to reflect the uncertainties in the RL at
very low and very high levels in the atmosphere.

c. Simulation experiments: Varying the use of Raman
lidar data
Several different methods of incorporating the RL into
the optimal estimation framework were investigated:
1) including the RL observations in the observation
vector used by the retrieval, 2) using the variance of
a field observed by the RL over time to define the representativeness errors, 3) using the temporal mean of
the field observed by the RL to define the a priori field
(i.e., Xa) of the retrieval, and 4) using a field observed by
the RL over time to define the Xa field and its covariance
Sa. These are discussed in the following sections.
When the RL is used in the observation vector with
the original Xa vector, Sa matrix, and S« matrix, there is
negligible improvement in the RMSD and the gain in
DFS of adding the RL is equivalent to adding an additional 1.5 MWRs to the retrieval. In fact, the decrease in
RMSD is only slightly smaller than the case when only
MWRs are used in the retrieval. In addition, the vertical
variability profile was not improved. Thus, the benefit of
incorporating the RL measurements into the retrieval in
this manner is minimal. It should be noted that in this
test we are comparing simultaneous measurements of
the RL and the full scans of the MWR, which took 50 s.
Although the results from the Raman lidar are indeed
better and have more resolution, the Raman lidar only
provided information over one column in this setup,
thus ‘‘limiting’’ the number of DFS to one per level with
RL measurements. On the other hand, the radiometers
were scanning through the atmospheric field. In the
context of a horizontal error correlation distance of
13.5 km (that of the original non-RL Sa matrix), this
means that a scanning radiometer can obtain several
nearly independent constraints over many directions,
bringing their DFS to more than half a Raman lidar in
this context.
Previously, the S« matrix had no information on the
representativeness errors; the errors included in this
matrix were solely the uncertainties’ instrument measurements. However, in addition to the uncertainties in
the observations themselves, there are also errors associated with the forward model that can include many different components: uncertainties in other input variables
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needed by the model that are not in the state vector X,
model parameters, and sampling or representativeness errors. Here, we examined the utility of adding
the representativeness errors to the observational errors in the tomographic retrieval. Essentially, the
representativeness error is the error made by assuming that a measurement at a point in space can be
applied to the surrounding points. The representativeness errors Sr were added to both the MWR and
the RL (Fig. 8), and both these instruments were used
in the S« matrix as such:
S« 5 Sy 1 KSr KT ,

(8)

where Sy is the instrument’s error variance used to define the S« matrix in section 2b. The DFS decreased by
about 50% when the representativeness error was included in the retrieval via S« compared to when the Sr
matrix was not included. The change in the RMSD when
the representativeness error was included, relative to
when it was not, was negligible. Therefore, the solutions
that included the observation representativeness errors
were not significantly improved compared to the solutions that did not include these errors.
The previously described two methods of including
RL did not greatly improve the retrieval, demonstrating
that constraining the vertical profile and the observation
errors are insufficient. We will now use the field measured by the RL to provide the a priori information. In
this experiment, we take the 1-h average profile from the
RL observations and use this profile for all columns of
the new a priori field Xa. As such, the new a priori field is
still vertically stratified and horizontally homogeneous,
but with the correct average value and the correct BL
height. Since the RL was used as previous knowledge to
derive the a priori, it was not used in Y as current
knowledge of the field. Therefore, the observation vector consisted solely of observations from the MWRs, as
such the representativeness errors are only included for
the MWR instruments. In addition, the Sa matrix and
the Jacobian matrix are the ones described in section 2b.
Most of the solution fields look qualitatively similar to
the a priori field, especially when a small number of
instruments are used. The field starts to show more
structure when five MWRs are used to measure the field
(Fig. 9). The RMSD is decreased by a factor of 1.2 when
the RL is used to define the a priori compared to when
only MWRs are used to measure the field (Table 1).
There is no significant improvement in the shape or
magnitude of the vertical profile of variability between
using only MWRs and using the RL to define the a priori
field (Fig. 10, red) versus using only five MWRs with the
original Xa (Fig. 10, purple).
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FIG. 9. (top) Comparison of resulting fields and RMSD (g kg21) between the true water vapor field: (left to right) using only the MWR,
using the RL to define the Xa only, using the RL to define the Xa vector and the Sa matrix with incorrect advection, and using the RL to find
the Xa vector and the Sa matrix with correct advection. All panels (other than the truth) use observations from five HATPRO radiometers
with 25 elevation angles. (bottom) Difference between the solution and the truth fields for the same cases as in (top).

The final way to include the RL in the retrieval is to
use the 1-h time series of RL observations described in
the previous section, not only to obtain a good mean
a priori field Xa but also to compute the Sa matrix. Here
again, the observation vector Y only contains measurements from the MWR and as such S« only includes the
errors for these instruments. The RMSD was the lowest
of all the retrievals of this study. Given that the RMSD
between the a priori and the truth was 0.86 g kg21 for all
simulations (Fig. 6, dashed line), we used that as a basis
to evaluate the performance of the retrieval. For example, using five MWRs with the original Sa matrix and
Xa vector yielded an RMSD of 0.66 g kg21, which decreased to 0.55 when RL time series is used to define the
mean a priori Xa (Table 1; Fig. 9). However, using the Xa
and Sa matrix derived from the RL time series gives an
RMSD of 0.11 g kg21, a factor-of-6 improvement (Table 1;
Fig. 9). This demonstrates the importance that the
Sa matrix plays in the retrieval and how a more accurate
specification of this matrix improves the quality of the
retrieval. Note, in particular, that the height and shape
of the water vapor field in the boundary layer is similar
to the truth (Fig. 9). The magnitude of the variability
approaches that of the truth field as the number of
MWRs increases; however, even using five MWRs,

the magnitude is still slightly underestimated (Fig. 10,
green).
The success of this technique compared to the previous methods investigated in this study lies in the definition of the Sa matrix. In this case, the Sa matrix was
created from RL measurements and reflected the covariance in the atmosphere perfectly (i.e., no evolution
in the atmosphere and the advection is well captured). In
other words, we have assumed Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis. To investigate the effect of an error in
advection, another mean a priori field and Sa matrix
were created using RL observations. This time the
horizontal advection was slowed such that the blobs in
the RL field were 1.5 times the size of those in the truth
field (i.e., the advection is slower by 33%); this case will
be referred to as the ‘‘incorrect advection’’ blobs (Figs. 9
and 10, blue), whereas the case where the advection was
correctly assumed is the ‘‘correct advection’’ blob case
(Figs. 9 and 10, green). The differences between the two
a priori fields are negligible. Therefore, the main difference is the covariance in the Sa matrix.
The results that used the incorrect advection to define
Sa were not as impressive as the previous ones done with
the correct advection Sa matrix, as the individual blobs
were not resolved (Fig. 9) but were better than using the
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TABLE 1. RMSD values in mixing ratio (g kg21) for the alternating blob where the specified Xa and Sa data were used in an MWR
tomographic retrieval using 25 elevation angles. A number of MWRs (columns) were used in the retrieval. Note that the RMSD between
the true field and the a priori field is 0.86 g kg21 for all cases.

No RL and original Xa and Sa matrix
Using RL-derived Xa and original Sa matrix
Using RL-derived Xa and Sa matrix where
advection was incorrectly specified when computing Sa
Using RL-derived Xa and Sa matrix where
advection was correctly specified when computing Sa

RL to define the Xa while using the original Sa matrix
(Fig. 9). The variability of the retrieved field still captures the height and shape of the vertical variability
profile, but the magnitude of the variability is smaller
than when the Sa matrix was created using the correct
advection blobs (green vs blue lines in Fig. 10).
Finally, the RMSD is also larger in this case than with
the correct advection Sa matrix. Using this incorrect
advection Sa matrix, but which is probably more realistic
in actual practice, yielded a solution that was 4 times
worse in RMSD than that with the correct advection
Sa matrix, but 1.3 times better than that with the original
Xa vector and Sa matrix and 1.2 times better than using
the RL to define Xa vector and the original Sa matrix
(Table 1). This further illustrates the sensitivity of the
final solution to the quality of Sa, when even if Sa was
derived from perfect data but using an imperfect translational velocity (or when the Taylor’s hypothesis is not
valid), the retrieval fails to deliver good results. Here, we
examined a simple error in advection velocity: should
Sa be derived from perfect data but with more complex
errors in winds than a simple bias, the results would
probably be worse.

5. Conclusions
This observation system simulation experiment was
done to quantify the changes in degrees of freedom for
signal (DFS) and the accuracy of a tomographic retrieval of a 2D water vapor field in the boundary layer
for various microwave radiometer (MWR) tomographic
setups and when using a Raman lidar (RL) in synergy
with the MWRs. An optimal-estimation-based methodology was applied to two atmospheric cases—an
alternating blob and a wedge pattern (Fig. 2)—to test
the ability of the tomographic approach to retrieve the
water vapor field in different conditions. The alternating
blob represents a turbulent afternoon boundary layer
with plumes of moisture penetrating the top of the
boundary layer (in an exaggerated way), while the
wedge represents the passage of a water vapor front
(e.g., dryline or cold front).

1 MWR

2 MWRs

5 MWRs

0.67
0.61
0.52

0.63
0.56
0.51

0.66
0.55
0.46

0.19

0.16

0.11

We first examined the effects of the MWR configuration, such as the number of elevation angles, frequencies, and instruments. We found that increasing
the number of MWRs and elevation angles yielded
the largest increase of DFS, which is consistent with the
idea behind tomographic measurements. Although increasing the number of measurement while using a generic a priori covariance matrix (Sa) yielded good results
for the smoother wedge atmosphere, the more complex
alternating blob field was not retrieved as well, mainly
because the subkilometer-scale features were not resolved. When the vertical and horizontal correlation
distances of the Sa matrix were reduced, the retrieved
field did capture more of the small-scale features, but the
magnitude, the location of the maximum variability of
the field, and the shape of the horizontal mean were not
well captured. Finally, we added an RL to the MWR
tomographic measurements and used it in different ways
in the retrieval, including using RL time series observations to define the a priori field (Xa) and the Sa matrix
correlation lengths. When the RL was used to define
only the mean Xa and the generic Sa matrix was used in
the retrieval, the solution captured the location of the
BL top correctly because it was constrained by the RL,
but the solution field did not capture the alternating blobs
in the BL nor did it capture the magnitude and shape
of the variability of the true field. However, when the
Sa matrix was derived from the RL time series where the
horizontal advection speed was accurate, the solutions
captured the subkilometer-scale features in the observed
field and placed them at the correct location. On the other
hand, when the Sa matrix was derived from the RL observations with an error in the advection velocity, the
solutions were not capable of placing the subkilometerscale feature at the correct location, but they did have the
boundary layer height correct and more accurately captured the vertical location of the largest variability. The
magnitude of the variability was correctly placed in the
vertical profile but is underestimated in both cases.
Our findings suggest that the capacity of the tomographic retrieval to capture subkilometer scale, especially
in the vertical, depends mainly on the definition of the
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